Imenco has been in the subsea market for over 35 years. We provide a wide range of subsea products, ranging from ROV tools, to lifting equipment and Guidewire Systems. Imenco delivers exactly what the customer wants, often customized and tailored according to customer needs.

IMENCO Manipulator Jaws

The 3 & 4 fingered manipulator jaw is intended as a hydraulically operated tool for attachment to a Schilling Robotics work-class ROV manipulator arm.

The front adapter assembly comes complete with actuation plate and piston and all necessary gaskets and will replace the standard parallel grip by loosening the 6 bolts. The changeover is done in less than half an hour! The majority of the ROV operators prefer Imenco’s 3-finger jaw on their manipulator arms. There are over 300 Imenco jaws at work Globally.

Imenco holds complete sets and spare parts in stock at all times, making delivery over-night possible. We are also holding jaw fingers and actuation bearings for Rigmaster manipulators along with shearpinshafts for Schilling TII/III/IV azimuth shoulder actuator. Fishtail grips are stocked.

Features

• Standardized interface - compatible with leading industry Schilling Robotics manipulator arm.
• Wide opening jaws to 170 mm - with serrated fingers for firm reliable grip
• Depth rating 7000 msw
• Stainless Steel S165M construction – low maintenance

For further information email commercial@imenco.com